Forging networks and mixing ores: Rethinking the social landscapes of iron metallurgy
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ABSTRACT

This research explores the networks of technological knowledge that influenced changes in the iron production practices of western Uganda in the second half of the second millennium AD. Temporal and spatial variability in technological processes were observed within the research area, in terms of the style and construction of the furnaces, the use of a manganese-rich flux, and the configuration of tuyères. These shifts were considered in relation to the social dimensions of iron production, specifically the protection of technical knowledge. Informed by ethnographic data from the study area, variations were noted in the participation in, or exclusion from, iron production activity on the basis of gender and clan affiliation. This stands in contrast to ethno-historic accounts that speak of a strongly regulated production environment.

This paper considers that an uncritical emphasis on conservatism provides an inadequate framework for addressing long-term change in iron production technologies. It suggests that constellations of knowledge in western Uganda fostered the potential for innovation and experimentation, resulting in dynamic technological practice. This paper urges a more nuanced discussion of how complex metallurgical technologies transform and move within cultural and physical landscapes, with ramifications for how we conceptualise the emergence and adoption of early technologies.

1. Introduction: Variability and change in iron metallurgy

Archaeometallurgical research in Africa continues to illustrate the extensive technological diversity that dominated the pre-industrial iron smelting landscapes of the African continent (many examples to be found in Cline, 1937; Childs, 1991; Killick, 2016). This variation is far in excess of that documented in Europe, despite the much greater volume of European research that has been carried out (Killick, 2015), and yet it appears to stand in opposition to the recurring narrative in ethnographies of the rigidity and invariability of African iron production technologies. The conservatism and protectionism of technological knowledge implied in the ethnographic and ethnohistoric literature cannot satisfactorily address questions of how and why broad technological variation in the smelting record ultimately developed. Thus, this paper sets out to explore potential social influences on processes of variation and change in iron production practices, using the pre-colonial archaeometallurgy of western Uganda as a case study.

Technology can be construed as the application of knowledge (Jordan, 2015) – knowledge that is discernible within the products it creates, and the waste associated with those products. Technological change, therefore, is the process of transformations in knowledge: “a continuous, cumulative, and, largely, an irreversible process” (Parayil, 1991: 299). Seeming in contrast to this, ethnohistoric examples of African iron smelting present technologies that are tightly bound by strict behavioural and technological rules and rituals. This has often been interpreted to indicate unchanging, unchangeable technologies, especially in accounts of the early 20th century, which presented African iron smelting as “hidebound by taboo and ritual, inherently conservative with no tendency to innovate” and saw the iron workers themselves as “automaton[s] reproducing technical steps with the aid of ritual mnemonics” (Fowler, 1990: 37). Such generalisations, drawn from early ethnographic studies of African metallurgy (e.g. Cline, 1937; Wyckaert, 1914) and summarised in widely influential books (e.g. Eliade, 1956; Herbert, 1993), have permeated into more recent interpretations of the organisation of African iron production (e.g. Brown, 1995: 91’), and of the organisation of metallurgy in general (e.g. Giles, 2007; Roberts, 2008). However, historical analyses of pre- and post-colonial African societies illustrate their capacity for significant socio-cultural transformations in the recent and more distant past (e.g. Connah, 1998; Doyle, 2006a), which suggests that caution is required when applying the ethnographic record to archaeological data (Iles and Childs, 2014; Cunningham and MacEachern, 2016). Although
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resistance to change may be observed in individual workshops, an assumption of persistent conservatism omits the possibility of change that can occur within lifetimes, over generations or on even longer timescales. As Schmidt (1996: 4) warns, “technological histories that hold important stories of innovation and invention have been erased and replaced by representations that focus on ritual practice and beliefs surrounding iron production”.

It is possible to place the preoccupation with the continuities and constants that constitute smelting ‘traditions’ as a tendency to overlook the dynamic nature of African society and technological capability in general (see Killick, 2015). European travellers to sub-Saharan Africa in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were fascinated by ritual aspects of African life, drawn to exotic, repetitious and choreographed performance. This has arguably influenced modern anthropological and archaeological interpretations of iron production activity, and it is feasible that more elaborate technological behaviours were given prominence in early accounts, overshadowing smelting activity that did not involve explicit ceremonies and rituals, and entrenching a perception of rigid and inflexible gestures and routines (see Iles, 2013a). Many iron production technologies of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were certainly steeped in ritual, prohibitions and symbolism (see examples in Childs and Killick, 1993; Schmidt and Mapunda, 1997). However, this paper questions to what extent these elements are universal within African iron production technologies, how dynamic they were in themselves, and what time-depth can be attributed to them (see also Herbert, 1993; Chirikure, 2007; Iles, 2013a; Stahl, 2015; Mtewa et al., 2017).

It is worth acknowledging at this point that bloomery iron smelting is undoubtedly a high-risk investment activity; once a furnace is fired and a smelt is underway there is a lot at stake. Days or weeks of resource procurement and preparation culminate in a firing that could potentially fail if various requirements have not been met: too much variation from a known and accepted ‘recipe’ may result in economic loss for participants, or a loss of status or reputation. Access to the usual resources (including charcoal, ores and clays), furnace construction, weather conditions, the experience and energy of the head smelter and bellowers are all factors that are liable to vary from smelt to smelt, that might affect the temperature, furnace atmosphere or progress of a smelt, and which will have an impact on the outcome. Together, these considerations might indeed result in technological conservatism, especially in comparison to technologies with a lower investment of time and materials.

What role can concepts such as experimentation and creativity play within these constraints? Was there scope for individuals to experiment with these processes, stimulating invention and innovation, but also, inescapably, risking failure? Or were unintentional or unavoidable modifications the primary way by which these complex technologies changed through time? The American blacksmith and anthropologist Charles Keller talks of the satisfaction gained from novelty and new ideas as a smith, but also of the satisfaction of continuity with the past—a tangible link with those who worked iron before him (Keller and Keller, 1996: 41). It may be important to note that Keller’s experience is of twentieth century artist-blacksmithing communities of North America rather than African industrial metalworkers of the nineteenth century, but similar sentiments are apparent in Schoenbrun’s analysis of changing engagements with shrines and spirit mediums around Lake Victoria on the cusp of the second millennium AD. Schoenbrun (2016: 216-7) asks how a community reconciles political transformation alongside maintaining fidelity to their ancestors. In both circumstances the question asks, how does traditionalism accommodate change? Where does the balance between these competing forces lie in different societies, past and present?

With these questions in mind, this paper considers the temporal changes apparent in the iron production technologies of western Uganda in the second millennium AD, in relation to different smelting communities and the ‘networks of knowledge’ (Kodesh, 2008, 2010) that may have linked them and influenced their technological trajectories. The research set out to explore the cultural landscape of iron smelting in western Uganda by combining archaeological, archaeometallurgical and ethnographic approaches. It identified shifts in smelting technology over time, which in turn inspired a discussion of the identity, relationships and behaviour of those who made and worked with iron. In this way, a greater understanding of how past iron production was organised in this part of the Great Lakes region can be formed, and the mechanisms of socio-economic activity that result in spatial and temporal variability in technological practice can be examined.

2. Precolonial iron production in western Uganda

This research explores these ideas of transformations in technological knowledge using an analysis of data derived from the excavation of several iron production sites in western Uganda, dating to the second half of the 2nd millennium AD. A combination of archaeometallurgical and ethnoarchaeological evidence was used to reconstruct some of the precolonial iron technologies undertaken in Mwenge—a region of western Uganda renowned historically for iron production (Fig. 1. Iles, 2011, 2013b).

This area provides a particularly interesting case study by which to discuss the movement of iron production knowledge in the wider Great Lakes region. There is little current evidence for very early iron production either in Mwenge specifically or in western Uganda more generally. This diverges from the evidence for iron smelting prior to 1000 CE in the southwest corner of the Great Lakes region (including Rwanda, Burundi, the DRC and north-west Tanzania), where evidence for early iron production stretches back to at least the mid-first-millennium BC (van Grunderbeek et al., 2001). In contrast, the earliest evidence so far for smelting in western Uganda is the furnace at the site of Munsa, dating to the fourteenth century AD and situated roughly 50 km to the west of Mwenge (Fig. 1. Robertshaw, 1997; Iles et al., 2014). It is possible that the lack of iron production remains is linked to a low population density in western Uganda prior to the second-millennium AD, with an accompanying low demand for iron (Schoenbrun, 1998; Robertshaw, 1999; Iles, 2013b), although there is scope for more archaeological research in the region to explore this further. Nevertheless, by the mid-second-millennium AD, western Uganda (and Mwenge in particular) had developed into a thriving centre for iron production, with a wide-reaching reputation for the manufacture of high quality iron: an industry that continued well into the twentieth century.

Considering western Uganda as an ‘internal frontier’ (Kopytoff, 1987) into which communities may have expanded through the second millennium AD provides a useful framework for thinking about how iron production might have become established in the landscape and within the social structures of the region at this time. Different groups of people would have moved into the area bringing with them different packages of craft knowledge, as well as an increasing demand for iron to clear land, hunt and farm. It is also in this later period that individual wealth—potentially augmented by producing iron—began to play an increasing role in the formation of hierarchies of power, which previously had been tied to lineage and heredity (Schoenbrun, 1998;
Ashley, 2010; Robertshaw, 2010). Iron is likely to have played a role in this socio-economic shift, augmenting the wealth and thus power of those who took part in its production. Did this melting-pot of knowledge inflows on one hand and increasing demand on the other inspire technological innovation? Through an amalgamation of the existing ethnohistorical, ethnoarchaeological and archaeological data, in conjunction with the archaeometallurgical and ethnoarchaeological data presented here – it became clear that there was indeed significant temporal variation in past iron production practice within Mwenge over the past 600 or so years.

2.1. Archaeometallurgical evidence

During fieldwork in Mwenge in 2007, six smelting sites were excavated, and samples of slag\textsuperscript{5} and technical ceramic (tuyères\textsuperscript{6}, furnace lining) were taken from each site for further analysis. Previous papers saw the publication of the results of the archaeological and archaeometallurgical analyses (Iles, 2011, 2013b, 2014), but a summary of key points is provided here.

Smelting remains were excavated at the sites of Kyakaturi, Mirongo, Rugombe, Kirongo, Kisamura and Rukomero (Fig. 2), and slag and tuyère remains collected from these sites were analysed using a combination of optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and polarizing energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence with energy dispersive spectroscopy to explore the bulk chemistry and mineralogical composition of each studied sample (Iles, 2014). Radiocarbon dates generated from charcoal excavated from the lower fills of excavated furnaces at each site clustered in two ranges: fourteenth-fifteenth centuries AD (Kyakaturi, Mirongo, Rugombe) and seventeenth-twentieth centuries AD (Kirongo, Kisamura and Rukomero) (Table 1). The furnaces themselves were all found to be pit furnaces, ranging between 50 and 100 cm in diameter, and extending between 30 and 60 cm in depth, but there were some distinct differences in the technologies undertaken, summarised below in brief descriptions of the smelting sites presented in chronological order. Further detail on the technological reconstructions is available in Iles, 2011, 2014.

At some point in the late thirteenth / fourteenth century, smelters at the site of Kyakaturi were making iron from a very rich iron ore with significant levels of phosphate (c. 1.4 wt%), and using tuyères made from highly refractory clay. Using this ore had several implications for the ironworkers: the high iron content meant that it would have been necessary for them to add crushed quartz to the smelt to enable a slag to form, and the phosphoric nature of the ore would have resulted in iron with a phosphorous content of up to 0.35 wt% – a potentially brittle metal, but tough (Iles, 2014).

During roughly the same period, smelters at Mirongo, approximately 20 km to the southwest of Kyakaturi, had no need to add quartz: the ore they used had sufficient gangue to allow a slag to form, particularly in conjunction with the less refractory clay they crafted their technical ceramics from. These differences are not unexpected, and could feasibly relate to the particular raw materials available at each location. However, a variant in evidence at Mirongo attributable to a conscious choice made by the smelters, was that the furnace was operated with only one tuyère: a design element seen also in the furnace at

\textsuperscript{5} The waste product of smelting, primarily composed of rock minerals from the ore that have been melted away from the iron oxides in the ore during the course of a smelt.

\textsuperscript{6} The ceramic pipes that are used to introduce air into the body of a furnace.
the fourteenth century site of Munsa (Iles et al., 2014). The use of a single tuyère certainly had implications for the formation of the slag block and the growth of the bloom within the furnace, but it would also have meant that a smaller number of bellowers were needed to power the bellows.

Slightly later in time, in the first half of the fifteenth century, smelters working at the site of Rugombe (Fig. 3) – also nearby – were beginning to experiment with a new technology: the addition of a manganese-rich flux. This addition would have enhanced the operating parameters of the smelt as well as increasing the potential yield of iron from the ore (Iles, 2014), and was demonstrated by elevated levels of manganese oxide (c. 3–7 wt% as compared to c. 1 wt%) in some of the slag blocks at that site.

By the time the three later sites were in operation – sometime between the seventeenth and twentieth centuries – the addition of a manganese-rich flux had become more prevalent, and more pronounced. Slag blocks from the site of Kisamura and Kirongo contained particularly high levels of manganese oxide, not infrequently ranging up to 12 wt%. These two sites – as well as a cluster of slag blocks from Mirongo (Mirongo Group 2) – showed particularly strong technological similarities. Combining evidence from furnace excavation and slag morphology suggests that furnaces with a single-tuyère were being used at Kisamura and Kirongo (Fig. 4), and there is evidence for the use of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Lab Code</th>
<th>date bp</th>
<th>Cal. ad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Munsa</td>
<td>AA-19334</td>
<td>615 ± 50</td>
<td>1285–1411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyakaturi</td>
<td>OxA-20936</td>
<td>625 ± 50</td>
<td>1290–1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirongo</td>
<td>OxA-20933</td>
<td>553 ± 27</td>
<td>1314–1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugombe</td>
<td>OxA-20931</td>
<td>479 ± 26</td>
<td>1410–1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirongo</td>
<td>OxA-20938</td>
<td>148 ± 25</td>
<td>1667–1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisamura</td>
<td>OxA-20932</td>
<td>102 ± 25</td>
<td>1685–1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rukomero 1</td>
<td>OxA-20934</td>
<td>148 ± 25</td>
<td>1667–1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rukomero 2</td>
<td>OxA-20935</td>
<td>170 ± 28</td>
<td>1661–1954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
banana plants in the furnace pits at Kisamura and Mirongo Group 2 (Iles, 2009). This might correlate with the comparatively late arrival of banana plants in western Uganda. Though there was a “banana revolution” around the shores of Lake Victoria between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, when banana cultivation increased in scale and importance (Schoenbrun, 1998: 167), it is likely that these plants would have arrived in the drier areas of western Uganda – with its stronger emphasis on pastoralism – slightly later in time (see also Hamilton et al., 2016).

The outlying smelting site during this later time-period, both technologically and geographically, is Rukomero. Set further apart from the other Mwenge sites, the smelters at Rukomero were not adding a discernible flux of any kind to their smelts, and they were smelting in larger, deeper furnaces, which resulted in more inconsistent furnace atmospheres during firing (Fig. 5). Given the broad calibration range associated with the radiocarbon dates from Kirongo, Kisamura and Rukomero (Table 1), it is currently not possible to say whether these sites were contemporaneous or otherwise.

2.2. Mixing ores in Mwenge

In addition to this archaeological evidence, Mwenge enjoys an unusually rich documentary history of iron production. Some of the iron working technologies of the Bunyoro Kingdom (under whose jurisdiction Mwenge found itself in the later centuries of the second millennium AD) were recorded and photographed by the missionary and ethnographer John Roscoe in the early twentieth century (Roscoe, 1915, 1923). Roscoe witnessed Nyoro smelting at a craft exhibition organised for the king in the vicinity of Hoima (Fig. 1; Deane, 2007). Descriptions of early-twentieth century smelting also appear within the clan traditions recorded by the historian Carol Buchanan (1974, 1979). Ethnoarchaeological interviews undertaken by Terry Childs in the 1990s (1998, 1999, 2000) provide useful technical detail derived from the memories of a smith from Nkinga (Fig. 2). Furthermore, archaeological survey in 2007 led by the author also came across those who remembered smelting. In order to locate and record metallurgical sites, the 2007 survey combined interviews with targeted informants who were already known to have had links to past iron production, alongside daily walking survey. The walking survey presented valuable opportunities to speak to a wide spectrum of local community members, many of whom had memories or stories of past iron smelting (for a more detailed discussion of the survey and interviews, see Iles, 2013a).

This approach ensured that a broader and more inclusive range of memories was accessed in the community, rather than just those who were prominent locally for their connections to past iron production activity. This is important if a wide range of voices and experiences is to be considered in our construction of knowledge regarding iron production technology (Iles, 2015; see also Chirikure, 2016; Mfetwa et al., 2017).

The accounts of Childs, Buchanan and Roscoe – although they describe different furnace designs and tuyère configurations – are linked by their descriptions of the use of two ores, mixed together prior to a smelt. Childs’ (1998: 130) account refers to one ore that is black and glittery, and one that is red and dense. These two ores were combined as they dried before use, giving them the opportunity to ‘befriend’ or ‘embrace’: possibly an indirect reference to a genderisation of these ores, as also noted in Roscoe’s account:

“There were two kinds of stone in use and in common parlance they were referred to as male and female. The male was regarded as better in quality, but it had the disadvantage of being hard to break and prepare for smelting. It was black in colour and was found in the hill Nyaituma, usually on the surface of the ground. The female, or soft, iron was found in Galimuziga Busanga: it was red and lay in layers running into the hillside.”

(Roscoe, 1923: 217-8)

There are a handful of other examples in the ethnographic literature of African iron smelting where two ores are combined. The Jur, in what is now South Sudan, smelted male and female ores together – ‘Obau’ and ‘Okina’ – “it is the general belief that both of these substances must be present before iron can be produced” (Crawhall, 1933: 41). In Cameroon, Babungo smelters used limonite and haematite ores of different colours, again classified as male and female, their combination necessary for successful iron production (Fowler, 1990: 203). Also in Cameroon, We/Isu smelters mixed a male ore (a ferrous gravel) with a female ‘ore’ (a clay) (Rowlands and Warner, 1993: 524). Marakwet and Atharaka smelters of western Kenya, interviewed by Brown (1995: 45), referred to different ores as male or female or husband and wife, while Somali smelters in eastern Kenya considered iron ore to be female and iron metal male (ibid.). Todd (1985: 93) also recorded the use of a mixture of limonite and magnetite to smelt in south-west Ethiopia, though whether they were associated with genders was not noted.

Closer to Mwenge, there are several further examples of dual-ore smelting in present day Uganda. Roscoe’s 1911: 379) account of Baganda smelters, probably witnessed close to Mpigi (Fig. 1; A. Reid pers. comm. 2010) also refers to a hard ‘male’ ore and a soft ‘female’ ore being combined, which Cline (1937: 47-8) again suggests would have been a magnetite ‘male’ ore and a haematite ‘female’ ore. These smelters were of the Bushbuck clan, who obtained their ore from the border of Kooki and western Buddu (Fig. 1). An informant in the village of Kamugenyi, also in Buddu (Fig. 1) – a smith and former smelter, born in 1910 – spoke of the use of two ores, and although he could not be more specific about their nature, MacLean recorded the occurrence of yellowish-brown limonite and black goethite within the landscape (MacLean, 1996: 29). Of particular interest is the long distance MacLean’s informant recalled travelling to collect iron ore from Lwendaula – over 30 km and two days journey to the west of the smelting site at Kamugenyi (Fig. 1; MacLean, 1996: 29), but very close to the source of the iron ore in Roscoe’s 1911 account, and also to the smelting site of Kiwesi, which was also excavated during the 2007 research (Fig. 1; see Iles, 2013d).

Footnote: Childs describes a furnace pit one meter in diameter and one meter deep, lined with ash but with no walls or superstructure and with a protective shelter built over it. One pair of bellows was placed at the side of the furnace, with a tuyère set into the pit (Childs, 1999: 31-2). Buchanan’s account describes the construction of small pit furnaces with six or seven bellows, surrounded by stones, all within a thatched enclosure approximately two metres in diameter (Buchanan, 1974: 103). Roscoe’s account of the royal smelters of Bunyoro describes unusual furnaces, comprising round pits, approximately 50 cm deep and 50 cm in diameter, with a baked clay cover. A hole in the cover was used as a chimney (Roscoe, 1923: 220-1).
Identifying the mineralogy of the ores used in the Mwenge smelting presented an opportunity to link the ethnographic record of Nyoro smelting with archaeological data. The description of the red, soft ore is feasibly a description of haematite. Cline (1937: 117) interprets the ‘male’ ore to be a colluvial or alluvial magnetite. This is an understandable assumption based on Roscoe’s description, but importantly one that was made with no first-hand knowledge of the area. Instead, the black, sparkling ore described in the ethnographic literature is likely to be a manganiferous mineral added to the smelts, evident in the elevated manganese oxide levels present in many of the archaeological slag samples. The addition of this material would have acted as a flux, reducing the viscosity of the resulting slag, facilitating the separation of the slag from the bloom, and improving the yield of iron from the iron ore. Recent analysis of a sample of the ‘male’ ore, collected from a mine near Kirongo, confirmed this hypothesis (a full discussion of the technical analyses and the implications of a manganese-rich flux is presented in Iles, 2014).

3. Shifting technological knowledge in western Uganda

The evidence presented above suggests a collage of technological knowledge in western Uganda from the fourteenth century AD to within modern memory. Later technologies (including inferences from twentieth-century ethnographic examples) show increasing evidence for the use of a manganese-rich flux. However, this is not the only technological change through time – later sites tended to use furnaces with a single tuyère rather than multiple tuyères, and the slag blocks from these sites were more likely to have impressions of banana plants in addition to reeds and grasses (Iles, 2009, 2011, 2013c, 2014). What might have prompted these shifts in smelting practices? As Gosselain (2008a: 152) states regarding pottery, but which is just as applicable to all crafts, “we cannot hope to understand the spatial and temporal evolution of pottery traditions without paying attention to the specific social and historical contexts to which they belong.” The ethnographic and historic accounts of the region were thus re-examined in order to consider the different communities of practice in the region, and the possible means of knowledge flow that may have encouraged technological change; salient points are discussed below.

3.1. Networks of clans as networks of knowledge

In many accounts of sub-Saharan African crafts, participation and the behaviour of participants – the contexts that frame potential knowledge transmission activities – are tightly bound with identity. Identity, particularly gender and clan, has regularly been seen as shaping whether and to what extent technical, social and esoteric knowledge of iron production was focused within particular groups, and whether and to what extent it was spatially and socially restricted (see Herbert, 1993; Sterner and David, 1991; Tamari, 1991). Clans or castes associated with metal working are common throughout eastern Africa, such as the smithers of the nineteenth-century kingdom of Karagwe (Reid and MacLean, 1995), the blacksmiths and potters of Darfur (Haaland, 1985), and the blacksmithing clans associated with pastoralist groups of east Africa (Cline, 1937). Some of these smithing and metal working clans are physically and socially isolated from the rest of the community, even now (e.g. Fig. 6). This behaviour has been associated with a restriction on the participation of outsiders, thus ensuring that knowledge, and therefore power, is monopolised within a particular clan or lineage (e.g. Haaland, 1985; see also Crown, 2016). Limiting economic competition has also been linked
to the embedding of technology within complex ritual and esoteric knowledge (Childs, 1991: 346). Smelts undertaken under the leadership of a master smelter who alone held ultimate ritual and technical knowledge were unrepeatable by those without access to that knowledge. In some cases, master smelters required apprentices to prove their loyalty and their dedication to the craft before they were initiated to the full secrets of smelting and given the “essential technical and ritual knowledge” needed to smelt (Childs and Killick, 1993: 329).

These models, which link the concealment of knowledge to the maintenance of power and authority, presume a particular perspective on the role, history and operation of clans in the region. The clan structure of the Great Lakes is typically seen as an exclusory, patrilineal system, with membership as “exclusive as any medieval guild system” (Ingham, 1975: 16). However, this idea originated with very earliest ethnographic accounts of the region, accounts written at a time at which “the disorder and demographic collapse of colonial rule” had already transformed the social organisation of knowledge (Guyer and Eno Belinga, 1995: 118; Kodesh, 2010). Instead, the dynamic and variable nature of clan organisation is increasingly being emphasised, with implications for how the organisation of craft production is perceived (Tamari, 1991; Wallaert-Pêtre, 2001; Stahl, 2016). Of particular relevance in this case, recent historical assessments of clans in Uganda (e.g. Kodesh, 2008, 2010; Willis, 1997) present a nuanced view of clan histories and functions: that of “networks of knowledge” (Kodesh, 2008, 2010), a mobilisation of a collective, compositional knowledge that is improvised, socially responsive and constantly changing (Guyer and Eno Belinga, 1995).

The clan-landscape of the Great Lakes transcends both modern-day political borders and the configuration of the second millennium kingdoms, and is thought to have been a vital feature of economic life in western Uganda, playing a pivotal role in social change (Willis, 1997; Schoenbrun, 2016: 230). It operated as an extensive system of “contacts, exchanges, and movements” as well as maintaining “ancestral vocations” associated with specific clans, including certain production industries as well as other social and economic roles (Chrétien, 2003: 90-4). The Basita clan, for example, is associated with ironworking in Bunyoro (Buchanan, 1974: 102-4), but also has counterparts in other kingdom territories in Uganda, Tanzania and Rwanda (Buchanan, 1979: 102; Chrétien, 2003: 89, 90). These units established and maintained networks across distant and geographically unconnected clan lands, drawing together dispersed communities “whose leaders possessed a variety of skills, thus forging a powerful connection between clanship … and the composition of knowledge” (Kodesh, 2008: 200; 2010). The establishment – around 500 years ago – of these networks of knowledge resulted in the formation of more “efficacious social and productive networks” facilitated by the “language and practices of clanship” to enable larger and larger groups to remain connected as interlocking communities (Kodesh, 2010: 182).

An overriding theme drawn from the collected histories of the origins of Bunyoro is the wide-ranging, inclusive, multi-ethnic nature of the kingdom (Buchanan, 1974): populations are frequently said to arrive in the region to be encompassed into the social landscape. Doyle (2006b) highlights this as an unusually positive feature. Stories regarding the convergence of many different peoples over many different time periods have stressed the value of inclusion and cooperation, culminating in what Kopytoff (1987: 51) describes as “anomalous communities”. The iron smelting practices recorded in western Uganda are products of this dynamic and interconnected social landscape, with clans acting as networks of contacts, exchanges and movements, crossing kingdom boundaries and linking extended families and different communities of practice. Migration histories of clans associated with iron production provide some estimation of the complexity of the gradual movements of small groups and the density of social interactions during this period (see Fig. 7; Buchanan, 1974, 1979). The diverse backgrounds of those living in Mwenge – a heterogenous population constituted from waves of immigrants – might shed light on the development of varied iron production styles around the region. Considering iron production within the framework of the clan networks that gradually colonised this ‘frontier zone’ during the second millennium emphasises a viewpoint of social connections and networks, craftspeople moving between communities and bringing with them their way of doing things (Hunley et al., 2012: 16).

There is certainly a strong indication of the ties between the smelting industries of the neighbouring – and often hostile – kingdoms of Bunyoro and Buganda, born of a vigorous relationship of cooperative trade as well as competition. Bunyoro supplied all the iron to “the countries to the south and the east and for many years the Nyoro smiths were superior to the others” (Roscoe, 1923: 141-2), Grant (1864: 293) observed that the spears the Banyoro used were the worst in the region, as all high quality spearheads were sold to Buganda. In the early eighteenth century, during a period of territorial expansion, Buganda took the iron-producing district of Buddu from Bunyoro as well as the Kingdom of Kooki, gaining access to significant iron resources and local populations who were known to be skilled ironworkers (Reid, 2002; Humphris et al., 2009; Schoenbrun, 1998). Some of those who live in Kooki today continue to associate themselves with the Bunyoro Kingdom (Iles, 2011).

It is relevant to note that although all published accounts of Nyoro and Ganda smelts mention the use of two ores, elevated levels of manganese oxide have not been detected in archaeological smelting slag from either Buddu or Kooki. Archaeometallurgical research carried out at a smelting site in Buddu – Birinz, dated to the 18th–19th centuries AD (Fig. 1; Humphris et al., 2009) – found levels of manganese oxide of under 0.1 wt%, a similar amount to that detected in analyses of slag from Kiwesi in Kooki, which also provided a post-18th century date (Iles, 2013d). These data indicate that the furnace charge in these smelting episodes did not contain a manganese-rich mineral in significant quantities, though it does not preclude the use of a mix of two iron ores. As such, although these technologies might be following a similar recipe – to mix one hard black ore with one soft red ore – the implications of using a black ore in Buddu may be different from using a black ore in Mwenge, if those ores happen to be an iron oxide (magnetite or goethite) and a manganese oxide (e.g. psilomelane/romaëchi) respectively. It is feasible that this represents different technical outcomes for similar technological behaviours in Mwenge and Buddu providing a knowledge link between different iron production practices. Further analyses of slag from Buganda could provide an insight into this tantalising proposition.

3.2. Interactions and the movement of knowledge

If it has been useful to shift the emphasis away from clans as exclusive and exclusionary units and to consider the social landscape of Mwenge more as a cooperative network, it is also relevant to reflect on the interactions and experiences of smelting groups and explore how exposure to different smelting practices may have occurred in the past. An emphasis on iron smelting’s conformity to ritualised procedures naturally lends itself to an association with “closed” contexts of knowledge transmission, which is itself associated with limited innovation and integration of influences from outside groups (as discussed by Wallaert-Pêtre (2001) in relation to ceramic apprenticeships). Although specific learning environments are difficult to infer from the
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9See also discussion of the European construction of African ethnic identities in Richards and MacDonald (2015).
archaeological record (Crown, 2001), there are suggestions in Mwenge that some knowledge moved through inter-clan friendships (Iles, 2011: 518) or inter-clan marriages, with parallels in the transmission of style documented in groups of potters (e.g. Herbich, 1987):

“...a story which says that the Abahinda clan who are Bahuma from Ankole, did not know how to work in iron. They intermarried with the Basita, and the children stayed with the clan of their mothers and learned how to work in iron.”

(Buchanan, 1974: 102)

“...part of the Banywagi clan say they accompanied Rukidi south into Kitara [Bunyoro]. They ultimately settled around Ruhoko in Mwenge saza, where they were “blacksmiths and worked with the Basita.”

(Buchanan, 1974: 214)

However, there may have been further social features that facilitated the movement of knowledge between smelting groups, one of which is variability in the participation of women. There are numerous examples of smelting or smithing groups which exclude women, and which forbid women to be in the vicinity of smelting activity (e.g. Roscoe, 1911; Brock, 1965; Reid and MacLean, 1995). Many accounts from across the continent describe furnaces becoming the fertile wives of the smelters, transformed through the rituals, symbolism, decoration, dance and music of maternity and childbirth to ultimately ‘give birth’ to a bloom of iron (see Cline, 1937; Herbert, 1993; Schmidt, 2009). In many such accounts, smelters were expected to be faithful to their new ‘wives’ and eschew their human ones, if only temporarily, abstaining from conjugal relations for the course of the smelt, and sometimes avoiding all contact with women (e.g. Fowler, 1990; Herbert, 1993; Roscoe, 1911). In these examples, women of childbearing age were excluded from smelting sites, not only to enable isolation for the smelters so as not to tempt them to infidelity, which would cause the furnace to ‘abort’ and fail, but also so as not to induce sterility in the women themselves (Herbert, 1993). In order to facilitate this, such smelts were sometimes located far from habitation sites (e.g. Childs, 1991) or shielded from view by vegetation (e.g. Reid and MacLean, 1995) in order to ensure that contact with those not directly involved in the smelt is avoided (although see Calabrese, 2000; Childs and Killick, 1993).

Some consider that this relationship between women and iron smelting in sub-Saharan Africa may in part be a functional device, restricting the identity of those involved in, or even observing, metallurgical activity (Reid and MacLean, 1995). The exclusion of women (especially those of childbearing age, and therefore also of marriageable age) is said to have prevented women from acquiring...
knowledge of iron smelting, either through their participation, through witnessing a smelt, or being privy to smelting secrets shared in the marital bed. If marriage was a means by which new sources of knowledge were tapped (Guyer and Eno Belinga, 1995: 115), by excluding women, this power was restricted to the male factions of a community, which may have served – particularly in exogamous clans – to ensure that technological knowledge was not transferred to rival groups through matrimony (Reid and MacLean, 1995).

However, the exclusion of women is not universal, as a handful of historical and ethnoarchaeological accounts show. Informants in Mwenge were divided on whether women were permitted to be actively involved in smelting activities or were forbidden from even approaching a smelting area (discussed in detail in Iles, 2013a, 2015). Other examples of women taking part in iron smelting activity have been documented in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries among the Pare of northern Tanzania (Baumann, 1891; Kotz, 1922), the Njanja of Zimbabwe (Chirikure, 2007), the mana (iron workers) of Oska Dencha in Ethiopia (Haaland, 2004a), and the Maasai (Cline, 1937: 115). These examples – though rare – do illustrate the possibility of changing or divergent gender roles in iron smelting ‘traditions’, and suggest that there is scope for fair consideration as to whether past iron technologies were always strictly gendered (see also Budd and Taylor, 1995; Stahl, 2016).

Associated with the exclusion of women is the notion that iron smelting was undertaken in locations away from the general public, and away from chance encounters with (potentially smelt-endangering) women. However, several of the Mwenge informants also emphasised the public nature of smelting. One informant stated that smelters (as well as smiths) generally located furnaces close to roads in order to advertise their trade and their wares (Iles, 2011: 519), another that anybody could come and help with the bellowing, with the smell publicised by the loud sounds of the bellows (Iles, 2011: 514). An informant of Robertshaw’s stated, “ore was taken to other areas or smelted close to communication routes (paths)” (Robertshaw, 1991).

Indeed, archaeological survey often finds furnace bases in or near road surfaces (Connonah, 1996; Iles, 2011; see Fig. 8). This tends to be thought of as sampling bias (e.g. Humphris, 2010: 300), as roads are some of the few open ground surfaces with minimal vegetation cover that makes survey by sight possible. However, it is worth considering that furnaces may well have originally been located beside major routeways, and the roads of today may be remnants of much older pathways that have been etched into the landscape over time (see Roscoe, 1915: 19), allowing for interactions between smelters, smiths and others, and associated exchanges of information – social, and potentially technical. This does not preclude the possibility that smelts and smelters were separated from passers-by with fencing, as witnessed in Karagwe (Reid and MacLean, 1995). Some (though not all) Mwenge smelters screened off their smelting areas using a plant called orusurooro, whose name means “to separate” (Childs, 1999: 32), and some informants during the 2007 survey did emphasise the secret nature of smelting.

This builds a picture of smelting practices in Mwenge whereby participation in iron smelting could sometimes be broadly inclusive and whereby technological practice can sometimes be publicly visible. Together these factors hint at a reflexive system that has a greater tendency towards change and innovation than previously presumed. This is in keeping with considerations of cultural behaviour that steer a tendency towards change and innovation than previously presumed.

Fig. 8. Furnace 1 at Mirongo (foreground), exposed in road surface prior to excavation. A second furnace is located approximately 2 m further along the road, but is only indistinctly visible in this photograph.

4. Concluding thoughts

This paper argues that new technological elements moved through western Uganda during the mid-second millennium AD due to the interactions of different communities of practice in a period of substantial reorganisation of the socio-cultural landscape. An increased demand for iron and a mix of people with different technological backgrounds may have provided the impetus for externally driven change. By the mid-second millennium AD, when the kingdoms in this part of Uganda were becoming established, iron was already forming a major part of local economies and regional trade networks, with significant social kudos attached to its production. A range of different populations were moving into and through the area throughout this time period, bringing with them different bodies of technological knowledge that had developed in response to different social, economic, and environmental needs. The great distances travelled by some groups to obtain ore – such as those documented by MacLean in Budu (MacLean, 1996) – present a mechanism whereby different smelting groups may have come into contact with others from distant locations. Furthermore, networks of clans across the region may have linked smelters from different technological lineages, and shifting emphases on prohibitions and restrictions associated with iron technologies may have fostered interactions and innovations at different times.

The use of a second ore provides a particularly tantalising link between different communities of practice in the Budu/Kooki and Mwenge areas, though it is currently not possible to suggest the direction of this knowledge flow. The use of an additional manganiferous material, seen initially in the fifteenth century site of Rugombe, might be a feature of a technology integrated with existing Mwenge smelting practices. The exploitation of a manganese-rich flux would have increased the yield of iron from an ore, and may also have improved the

11 Travellers through the region in the late nineteenth century remarked on the gossip that could be heard at blacksmith’s shops – these were important social hubs (Grant, 1864; Schweinitz et al., 1888).
qualities of the resulting metal itself, as was purported in various regions of Europe famed for the production of hard, strong and workable iron and steel (Iles, 2014). It is not possible to determine whether these materials were deliberately selected to produce a superior iron, or because they were easier to smelt, or because they fitted with a ‘recipe’, or for another reason entirely. However, this development nevertheless contributed to the establishment of Bunyoro as a key regional centre for iron production.

Dynamic social contexts may have facilitated the spread of technical knowledge. In particular, this research questions the extent to which iron production knowledge was universally protected within certain groups through esotericism and the exclusion of women and non-clan members, keeping recipes and methods secret from competitors. Although it is often the control of secret knowledge that leads to the acquisition and maintenance of prestige, authority and influence, there may also be benefit in the timely sharing of knowledge, through the development of trust, indebtedness and personal relationships, where cooperation is beneficial to all (Antonelli, 2000; Crown, 2016). In a setting of rapidly increasing demand for metal products, it is plausible that a hunger for production was stronger than the “metal monopoly” proposed by Haaland (2004b: 2).

Certainly, the ethnographic data hints at a scenario of varying degrees of participation and inclusion, whereby information was sometimes shared – although not necessarily freely, and not necessarily all the time – demonstrating the intricacy and complexity of knowledge exchange, and the very personal qualities of trust and suspicion that shape interactions between craftspeople as individuals (e.g. Papoušek, 1989). The personalities and individual agencies of those involved are certainly influential, prioritising improvisation, ambition, risk or determination to varying degrees (see Dobres, 2000; Gosselain, 2008b; Harris, 2016). The heated discussions between the master smelter and his assistants as relayed through several smelting reconstructions conducted in Barongo, Tanzania (Schmidt, 1997) are testament to the complex and personal influences that might be at play at each and every smelt, and what might happen when those discussions and compromises go wrong. A master smelter not only has to negotiate the physical aspects of a smelt, he also is tasked with managing the personalities of each of his workers. Issues of ownership, status, craft specialisation, centralisation, conflict and competition, knowledge of other pyrotechnologies, and a group’s tolerance of technological change and innovation will impact upon how a technology shifts and develops in each individual case, determining what elements of a technology remain the same through time and what will be transformed (Hjärthe–Holder and Risberg, 2003: 84-5):

“the acceptance or rejection of an invention, or the extent to which its implications are realized if it is accepted, depends quite as much upon the condition of a society, and upon the imagination of its leaders, as upon the nature of the technological item itself.”

(White, 1962: 28)

More rigorous dating, in particular, holds the key to more robust analysis of patterns of change in the iron technologies of western Uganda, allowing for future research to develop methodologies that can test and examine some of the proposed pathways through which knowledge of these technologies were acquired, adapted and optimised to suit new local needs and increasing demand. There is much scope to refine our understanding of the archaeology of iron production in western Uganda. Exploring iron production in conjunction with other linked fields of practice, such as the use of manganese or haematite slips on local pottery, would be highly relevant.

In contrast to the “wealth and maturity” of understandings of past iron production processes and iron working methods, “our understanding of the nature of the relationships between the people and societies that contextualised its use” are underdeveloped (Juleff, 2013: 137). While there is great success at identifying and characterising variation in metallurgy, there is less success at detecting and characterising the processes of change that shaped that variation (though there are exceptions of course, e.g. Charlton et al., 2010). This is particularly striking in comparison with studies of pottery manufacture, which sits at “the leading edge of archaeological engagement with the concept of communities of practice” (Joyce, 2012: 154). The availability of relevant data must have much to do with this distinction: ceramicists have multiple strands of evidence to work from to infer technological behaviour – temper use, clay acquisition, forming techniques, surface decoration, shape and so on. Unlike metallurgists, they have been able to observe different modern potting groups working concurrently, including their interactions and relationships, and their propensity to innovation and improvisation (e.g. Gosselain, 2016). Incorporating formal theories of learning into their work has enabled an explicit emphasis on the social contexts of knowledge transmission, such as the boundaries between different traditions, the impact of ‘mediators’ or ‘brokers’ in forging links across these boundaries, and the implications of different forms of knowledge acquisition and apprenticeships on innovation and the organisation of production (Lyons and Clark, 2012: 28; e.g. Minar and Crown, 2001 (eds.); Cordell and Habicht-Mauche, 2012 (eds.); Roddick and Stahl, 2016 (eds.)). As archaeometallurgists, engaging with these concepts has the potential to reveal more about the individuals, groups and societies carrying out past metal technologies, as well as the networks, affiliations and relationships that shaped their technological behaviour. Unfortunately, with local memories of iron production waning fast, they are becoming increasingly difficult – if not impossible – to explore ethnographically.

Whilst variation within technique and style is widely recognised, more can be done to scrutinise the possible range of localised responses to the changeable social and economic contexts within which technology is embedded. Ethnographic information derived from African examples is used to provide context and colour to many archaeological remains of metalworking sites throughout the globe, both explicitly and implicitly, often with only limited understanding of the original ethnographic research that it is based on. Certain narratives are oft repeated: smiths and smelters worked in secret, women were excluded, information was protected. We must be careful that the narratives we build are based on a firm footing, and that the caveats of ethnographic research are loudly proclaimed. In most smelting reconstructions (or interview series), an ethnographic account focuses on only one master smelter’s method for iron production. This research suggests that what is likely to be a high level of local technological variation is unable to be expressed within just one reconstruction; there is a need to be wary of drawing on a limited set of primary observations that are repeatedly cited. As Schmidt (1998: 141) asserts:

“It is the anomaly, the piece of evidence that does not fit the model or analog, that begs to be explained and therefore holds the key to understanding change and reveals deeper systems of meaning.”

It is through an exploration of these nuances that a more sensitive and revealing picture can be built of how past smelters operated and interacted within the boundaries of their political, social, environmental and personal surroundings.
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